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cession from civil'disobedience.to strident demonstrations.and riots, from

Watts at one end' of the country, to Ocean Bill-Brownsville at the other.' One'of

!,0 'decade's many sparks exploded in the spring of .1969 in a.serAes of angry and
. .

. *

Th-7tixybuS:confrontation* on the campus of. The City College ofOiew Yorkl tire;, oldest

and Most\faMous of the fifteen two- and four-year colleges then come,Bing the
. '

City University of New York (CUNfl. The confrontations foCused Onlai.list of

demands issued by greupis wanting increased, access to City COLleglietoreducitioniely

disadvantaged

logic, notionly

tridents, notably blacks and Hispanics. The demands had a forceful

in the egalitarian concern of the 60's, but elm; in the.history

of City University. .it . A 6 --1

The University, and particularly Cliy. College, had played a unique role in
f

1

the social mobility of the children and grandchildren of European immigrants, -
4

especially for Jews coming from eastern Europe at the end of the 19th century-and
.. '

. \ ' .
.

the beginning 4f the 20th. Largely as a result of these students, by^the 1920's. and
.

30's the City College student body was thought to beone of the most academically
.

(

able of any in the nation, and the college acquired th4reptitation of being the' A
6 .

.1 . .

"proletarian Harvard." The list of accomplishments of its graduates - -in academia,)''
01i0IGIN

busipeis and public alife--read like selecti6n of Wk Who in, America, contra

6

biting.-
.

: , .4 k
to faith in the *University in open; door' to the,.

.

middle class" 4

Nonethelesi, what the.University had dontfOr earlier groups coming from

Europe it had failed to do by'the.late 1960's for. the newly arriving groups from the.

a Anexical south and the Caribbean. In the post-worliWar VIE period.the".maibr clients 4'

.

%of the:University continued to be the descendants.of EuroPean immigrants, even

,

though the ethnid'4demography of New York was changing rapidly as. a*result

newer migrations. Southern blacks and.Puerto Ricans-came to New York in large.

numbers, filling the labor vacuum created by strictive immigration legislation

;
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r i ...."4 4
year colleges Until the mid-1960's because of increasingly stringent entrance

.. k /

requirements. While City College was Tlironically--an4in access institution t the

end Of the- nineteenth century,-allowing any high schooI,graduate.toatt
0.

Wthp..19601e.a.:high schoo,1 average.in the mid-'to upper eighties.4 ;required for .

,for free,

adlisilOnto'the four-year colleges, and.few blacks and Hi weriahmitted:

Although a SPecialprograiCtOr'stinority students Wdi'initia in 1966 with city and
# . .

.

. - .. .
.

4

state "funding, blatks and Hispanics continued, to be starkly underrepresented.

The situation was especially drahatic in the case of City College. Sitting high,

-''on a hill in the middle o5 Harlem, itsl.gotkiic architecture gas,* it the air of a
. ...

medieval fortress. insulted froM the hopes and dreams of the people below. Sd ice.

h.
.seemed.foreordained when. in the spring of.1969 a grOupof Third World students along.-

.

i - -, t

/
, v

With some activist white.students occupie&Campus-buildings and issued a Set of
... . . . .,

.

, . . ; ,

7, deminds,-including-=most ±Tportantly for oU4 purposes--a emand for drastically ,

.1 . ' .

! " "
- increased' minority enrollment, ,After lengthy and complex negotiations betwecn the

A' -- . . .

--, dissidents and-Variouselegments of the'ttleC011ege faculty and administration, and
., .

i

. .... , ..... ,

ter hearings h e
..afeld by'adNY's.cittral governing body, the of Higher Education,

.

..aJ
,,..-

.k'decision was lade: .'"Beginniztg- in *the fill of 1970, all graduates of New York .City
i

A. -4

high schools would' be guaratee4.seats-at the campUses of th :Universit15. Alled era

','

4r -*
Paradoxically, open ddmit'sloq6begaA.at CONY as doubts grew about the

,a N',"' :

ROtenta.al of educational sys ems to `remedy inequality. With the issuance of the .

. -

of open admission had begun.

collomma,Report ii:.t.1.966, a decade ot-debate.began about: the role of education
.

in
.. - *- -

t-

.-.-tedreating or,.alternativelhi4itigating-inequality in each new generation." The
...

'
imikdiate'doubts cre ated WthW,Col4gh Repot and other works 7-mostzptably,

3en:cks'.Inequality--Oiimceei,e4:t4 effeCts,irak,'of.schooling. The,,Coieman

,Report the..cacteristics of the schools students. attended and

presumably he quilliy-of/the edmation they receivedin.them seemed remarkably

ih *

ineffective is aeucoting:foi the-varying degrees of theleacadetlic success: In

.4
5,

P

-.44,F



4itiCular, race differencts ilecCqr4tive outcomes could not be explained to le'.

degree by the Measul4of schollcharacteristics used by' the study.

af- .
analyses 'of Jencks and his-cd-workers not only supported these conclusions

..
.

of the Coleman Report liut also indicated that neither school characteristics nor.

11 de

amount of education were strongly related to.sUbsequeni inequalitiii of'occupa.:
.

tional status or income.

)Responding in part to. the concerns of Coleman and Jencks, a number of critical

social-theorists have recently, been examining the functions of the educational .

system. Their examination--whose most visible cajobition'has'been"Schoolind in

Capitalist America by Bow les and Gintis--"-emphaiizes reproduction and reinforce-

existing system of. social stratification as prime functions of

Zia their view, education is cloOriy harnessed to the American
-

capit4liat system and serves the needs of Iplaterair.hidal division of labor.

This critical Interpretation explicitly considers open access to higher

education,. reconciling that with continuing limitations on Social nobility,

especially for'those from the lowest class and ethnic backgrounds. In this

view, increases in access to higher education are offset by.increases in its

r.

internal stratification. Higher educational' systems are divided'into tracks ,

Ay,,,tiie_curricula they, .provie-occupational stiAta for

, .
. .

which they destine students: StUdents are allocated to tracks by apparently

meritocratic criteria, such as scores on standardiztests; with the result
.

that lower-class black and Hispanic students are confined largely to community

Colleges providing explicitly vocational curricula, dooming them to clerical-and

technical jobs near the bottom of the white-collar world. By contrast, middle-
-.

I.

class Witte students tend to be placed into four-year colleges with liberal arts cur-
,

ricula, runways for take-off into professionalpareers. Itleinterpretation con-r
.

cludes that, in the end, lopen admissions,pmy not alleviate inequality but strengthen

it byproviding the illusion of "equal opportunity" to those destined for the.lowest

-levels of white-collar iobs,

ILO
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Arnim= or TEE CUNY OPEN ACCESS NOD=

. r

. As prologue to 'the consideration of these questions,.it is important to provide

a clear pictitre'of the open access model' implemented by CUNY and to locate-it in the

broader context of the evolution toward universal higher education.2 Open access

higher education is hardly new in the United States. Indeed, its roots go back to

the estahlishmeet of the land igrant colleges. Tbese colleges, found particularly

in the sidwesq, offered admission to all high school graduates. More recently, the

California public higher education system received Vide notice after World War IX,

when ita "differential access" version of open admission, deieloped rapidly.I

In light of these precedenti, it seems curious that the CUNY policy received(

such widespread national attention.;- However, a closer look at the CUNY model

- reveals featurei 'lilt duplicated in the other systems. One of these was` -the actual

'admission criteria. Admission to the University was guaranteed by the new policy.

Entrance to one of the eight four-year senior colleges was generally. assured if 'the
J

. .

student had attained at least an 80 average in high school Cin academic,.collige

- preparatory courses) or had graduated in the top half of the 'highlschool class.

Other high school students could enroll'in one of the seven islommnnity copegps_.10

-1:12±s- trnottrre-wair-anrch-ives

;California model, which consists of three tiers: (1) tare university level which

. a
accepts the top.12.5% of-high school' graduates; (2), the state colleges which

accept the top third;.(3) the two year junior colleges whiCh'accept all others.4
I

The CUNY system forMally'distinguished only two- and four-year

Constituting. atwo-tier system. In contrast to the California

-
of either high.school average or- rank to admit a student to the CUNY tier was'

4.

colleges, thus]

system,-the use

-designed to generateless sorting of students betweep senior-and community colleges.

I

e



It was especially intended t*. 1;:0.ease minority enrollment in senior collefrr*D s4nee

Students with low averages in Vtiaominintly minority high schools could still qualify

A

on the rank criterion.

The goal of incteased opportunity. was apparent in a second major feature of

the policy: mobility between two- and four -year colleges. A place in one of the

'dosnior colleget was guarinfilid for any graduate of a community college. At least on

paper, then, the community colleges were not designed as "dead-end" institutions

whose primary function was to provide terminal vocational education.

There was a third unique aspect to the CUNY plan. Other open enrollment

systems were charaoterized'by early and high dropout vitas.? "In contrast, CUNY aimed

to stop or at least slow the revolving door. The primary means for achieving this

aim was the introduction of programs of remediiiion, suppOrtive counseling, and

related services on a scale unparalleled in American higher education.6 In addition,

the University decided that nob:student should be dismiied for academic reasons

during the "grace period". of the freshman year. Since other opeA access programs

define their obligation as the creation. of access, the responsibility for academic

success belongs to the student. At CUNY the failure of the student was to a signifi-

cant degree considered also as a failure of the institution. Thus, the CUNY program -

was unique in its attempt to provide equality of educational opportunity encompassing

not only access but also outcome;

NATURE OF THE DATA

Our analyses cover.the'first ftve years of open 41!issions and utilize four'

types of data. The first is an anixual.ethuiC census conducted by the University

which provided data concerning ethnicity, college of enrollment, sex, class in

college, and the like. This form was anonymous and the information collected could

Alp
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not, therefore, be integrated with 0 *camas. .

census allows us to distinguish whites from minority students (blacks and Hispanics),

but it does not provide for ethnic distinctions among whites (e.g., Irish CathOlics,

Italian Catholics, Jews).- Nonetheless, these data provide the basis for every
r.

important set of trend analyses dealing with the impact of open admissions on the

enrollment of black and Hispanic students in the different levels of CUNY.

Such analyses meet with one significant problem. Open adiitsions was not the

:may vehicle for increasing sccess.to CUNY for minor itystiidents. Both the senior

college program, "SEEK" (Search for Education, Elevation.and Knowledge), and the

community college program, called College Discovery, added minority students as

well. In fact, thes4 programs consisted almost entirely of-black.and.Hispanic

students during the years we are considering. In assessing thelimpact of open

admissions on minority enrollments, then, special program students must be separated -
/

from other minority students. This has been done by using a second CUNY dits. source:

the annual fall enrollment reports which provide headcount data for each CONY collage

and separate enumerations for the special program students. By using both the ethnic

cenSns and the enrollment reports, we have been able to make those estimates necessary

for the trend analyses of the effects of open admissions on the minority composition

. of the University.

Our last two data sources allow us to-go.far beyond aggiegate census.tabula-

tions of minority enrollment. The first of these consists of survey questionnaires

administered to the first three freshman classelitering after been admissions

began (i.e., the 1970, 1971 and 1972 freshmen).7' These questionnaires requested

a wide variety of information relating to student'ethnic andrsocioeconomic background,

attitudes and aspirations. The second comes from official University student data

files which contain important information about high school experience and college

acadeMiOputcomes such as-grade point averages, dropout, graduationand mobility,

through the spring of 1975. j



Mess two data sources have been integrated and allow us to focus our analySis

, on the important ethnic groups at CUM.. Our comer:ill/la been to shed light an white

ethnicity as well as non-white: And, although the recent'attention to white ethnicity

has emphasised nationality differences, our analyses of the CONY data suggest4hat

religion capturis the more important ethnic differences among those of European

ancestry; na ty differences within the major religious groups seem minor by

comparison.
9

Co tly,.for the 1970 and 1971 freshmen, we have derived the

following ethnic categories: blacks, Hispanics, 1° Jews and nose- Hispanic Catholics

(For simplicity, the nonHispanic CathoXics will be referred to as "Catholics"

throMgbout.) For the 1972 freshmen, we cannot distinguish the Catholic and Jewish

.groupall and our analysis will be presented for whites., blacks and Hispanics. It

' should be noted that the groups we have omitted, such as white Protestants and

Asians, are numerically small, For example, our ethnic categories include over 85%

of the freshmen in 1970.

BENEFITS OF ACCESS: COLLEGE PLACEMENT

Those who have highlighted the relationship between education and the bier-

.

archical division of labor in a'capitalist society have seen the two- and four-year

colleges ashizonstituting very diffeient tracks, with different curricula implying.

..widely divergent occupational and economic outcomes. in 'our earlier discussion *e

have portrayed CUNT al such a .two-tier system (in contrast to the California three-

tiat mopeli: However , CONY can also be "viewed as a three tier system by distinguishing

between "two groups of se nior colleges: elite and non-elite.- The schools we are

calling elite" are distinguished by the fact that they are much older than the :

other CONY senior colleges and have, for that reason, stronger public reputatiOs:12

Our examination of the distributiob of students across levels' will use both the;two-
,.

and three :-tier views of the CONY system.

Shen Open admissions began in 1970, the freshman class was about 75a larger

than that oft illa::previous year. Almost all of this inoceisp was attributable to the

10
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new policy." In addition, the racial composition of .the freshmen class approximated

the racial composition of the previous year's high school graduating class for the

first time. Blacks and Hispanics increased their representation frosi.20% of the

1969 freshman class to 27% of the 1170. The numbers of black* and Hispanics more

than doubled between 1969 and 1970 (and more than tripled, if BLitt and College

Discovery students are discounted). .

How we re these increased numbers of minority students distributed across
if

the levels of CUPTY? Table 1 presents the proportions of minority enrollment, in

which blacks and Hispanics are combined, at the different levels of COPY for the

years 1969 through 1975. The Table makes dramatically clear the changer which

took place. From 1969 (the last year before admissions) thrOP9h 1975f't?*

proportions of black and Hispanic students among all entertng.students (including

those in the special SEEK and College Discovery programs) more than doubled at COPY

as well as at most of its levels.. JO

iftwilver, if we'exclude special program student*, then the increases in minority

enrollment under open admissions look even more stunning. At the Senior edilegs

levels,in particular, the representation of blacks and Hispanics more than guin-

tupled from 1969 to 1975,

------ -Arwedwit-Ampaumwt-wevesliinority.smudesmbuvnAmr-Axmarnspres*nrodLAW-mmilia_:

levels of COHT2- To sess the degree to whic13ethninity was an dapcnrtent strat-

ifying principle, we c calculate the ratio of the of blacks and

Hispanics at any Lace1 of CUM for a given.year to their percentage among the

entering students for that year. A ratibrbelow 1 indicates that mipority stn-
.

dents were underrepresented at that level by comparison with their overall

proportion in the freshman class,,while a ratio above f indicates their over-

representation. These ratios appear in Table 2..

11
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74 TABLE 1

REPRESENTATION OF MINORITY STUDENTS AMONG STUDENTS ENTERING
4 DIFFERENT LEVELS OF CUNY PROM 1969 TO 1975

(Source: 'Ethnic censuses of various years)

of minority students among all entering students a

cohort

type of co.13,411,
s,

all of
CUNT

size of
.cohort

elite
senior

other all
senior senior' community

1969 15.2 14.8 15.1 26.3 141.0 19,948-
1970 22.1 23.0 22.3 33.3 '27.0 35,515

1971 24,0 28.6 25.5 37.3 31.2 38,829

1972 23.0 34.1 27.4 43.8 34.8 37,912

1973 30.1 36.9 32.6 49.2 -- 40.3, 37,342

1974 30.9 41.8 35.1 49.7 '42.0 40,014

1975* 03.8 48.4 40.0 46.9 43.3 35,582

111 of minority students among non-special Program students at...
P

type of college

cohort
elite other
senior'. _Senior

.

all
senior 'community

all of.
CUNY

size of
cohort

1968 4.5 2.3
;

4.1 16.6
.

9.5 17,645

1970 10.4 .13.5 11.4 26.5 17.9 31,596

1971 15.7 22.6 18.1 32.5 25.0 35,639

1972- 12.8 27.3 18.1 39.8 28.5 35,545 '

1R73 21.1 29.2' '24.0 44.1 33.5 33,529

1974 18.6 30.1 23.0 -44.2 33.4 34,846
...-iorNoi_ .26,.1 42-r4 , 33.1 41.7 .32.3 32.140_

&Bunter is excluded from the 1975 calculations because of its low-response
rate to the ethni= census.

_
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Consider :64.e inequality sted in th6 distribution of minority students before

I

pen admissiOnk, as.shown by to ratios for 1969. Without the special prograi(
*..- .

:.z...:. . .
,

--students, we se-ethat minority students were greatly underrepresented at the senior

A k

'colleges,.parti arty at-the iincelite senior colleges. When we include the special

.
.

,

... program. students..;: the inequality is decreased to some degree but remains substantial.

This simple cioaparison-demonstrates the importance. of SEEK in gPiTli,;g:Aome repre-
) .

t gap 40 ,\ - ,
.

- sentatioliforminOrIiy students at the s4nior college level. . 1di

1

-Mmt"Tate 2 shows thit considerable 'changes- occurred in the distr 'on of

minority-students during the years of open admissions, generally in the direction of

greater equality.. The`` -notT important shifts occurred' between the seniorandCoWmunity
---

colleges.. Whether we include .or-,:exclude.--k-44cial program_students, the overrepre-
.

sentation of minority students at the community college level'had sharply declined
. .

by 1975/and, with it, their underre&esentatrom, at , -the senior college level.- 'Focuss-
-.

ing on all student's at the senior college -level, h6wever, their underrepresentation
. .

,at the elite senior Colleges-was. little Changed. during open admissions. Thus, their
. .

increasing representation at the senior college level resulted for the most part from

-changes in their repretentationatthe non-elite serilor_colleges, where blacks and

Hispanics had become slightly. overrepresented among the entering students by 1975:

When we consider only students admitted outside of SEEK, then the'representation:of

minority.students,at the elite senior colleges did increase. The lack of change in

, their representation When all students are considered probably indicates -a decline in
. .

the importance of 9-61K at the elite

admissions.

or colleges during the early years of open

t.
Although the repreSentatiOn of minority students increased throughout CUNY,"some

inequality in their distribution remained even as late as 1975. Given the unequal

'high school backgrounds of.miiiiirity and white students and their different social

.class origins, it is probablyinevitable that, in the 1970's there would continue to

ma.



TRiTIFICATION OF ENTERING MINORITY STUDENTS ACROSS TEE LEVELS'
4. OF CUNY FROM .1969 TO 1975a

(Source: Table _1)

P.

all entering students

type o&college
elite
senior

other ts,,z` all .senior senior

1969 - .74 . .76
.82

.

.85 .83

1971 .77 .92 .82

1972 .66 .98 .78

197.3 .75 .92 .81

1974 .74 1.0.0 :84

1975. . 1.12 .492

cohOrt

1969
1.970
1971
1972
.1973
1974
'1975

non-special program students only

=mum.

1.32
1.23
1. 20

22
l.18
1.08 c.

type of college
elite
senior.

other
Senior

all
,senior community

.47 .24 :43 1.75
'.58 ` .75 .64 1.48 1-

.63 . .90 _ .72 1.30
,45 .96 .64 1.40
.63 ..87 .72 1.32
.56 .90 .69 1.32
.70 1.14 .89 1.12

d.

Ratios of actual proportions to those expected if minority students./

were uniformly,slistributed across the levels of CUNY.°

14
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differences between them..inleess to educational resources, even nnder, an
i.,

system. To assess 'the degree to, which racial stratifica
....,-,

:under,Open .admispions, then, it is nillessery to compare it -with
v- t: - - .1 .... .. ,,,. .

e older California .system piovides a, clear
- .1 ...,.-t \

data-preseneekNYy Jaffe and Adams, 1 it is clear= that rain9="ty-students 'were. ,

stratifiedt.n California than,they were at CMNY. For example, the prOpo

blacks and 'Hispanics was een times as great in the Calikornia COMMUILI

at -its ,University centers in the late 1960's, while minority tudents

twice as important in ti:k composition of . the cammami ty tban; of _th e., '.teadj.,fr;,
.

colleges at CONY: CONY Under open admiSsions appears (far ilore;41gUit.i.1331-7ifn"Y-11;.q ,

- _ i-
N. iomparison 1'

...
. minority students were not the 'Sole beneficiaries ,opf.../ckVlnisSinns.,,

,
-numbers of whites were also admitted under the new prOgrani./i In-'-x)rder to conittIery ik, ,,,,,.A., %'/ 1-: . ,.,
the concept of benefit in a broad sense, we need to identify the Students who- , --/ . ,.

would .not have been admitted but for the new criteria. .'We have dorie, this in I

Table 3, which consists of two parts. First, it presents.the percentages of each

group's'members who were admitted as a result-of open admissions.' Second, it

presents each group's percentage of the total number of benef...ciafries. -,These two

kizids of percentages are presented, for each level of CONY and for .C'ONY as a
,

/

whole. 15 Four groups are considered: blacki, Hispanics, Jews and,Catholics.
.. ,. ..

_;

hanges in the racial' composi/
:As the ction of CONY previimsly

-763i.4:7:7.d

imply,/
large proportions of blacks and Hispan.ics than of Jews and Catholici were

- / 2 .,.-
admitted to CONY and to its senior college system under open admissions.:. The./ ,

-s clifferences-2gtween minority groups and the traditional beneficiaries of. CONY..'..
/

education were largest at the eyite , senior colleges , where over half of the, black
/

..,/
studekts in each cohort were admitted under the new criteria as

/..

comparedwith 20%



TABLE. 3

HOW ETHNIC GROUPS BENE±0ITTED FROM*OPEN ADMISSIONS
(Source: sample data)

% groupa benefitting froe open admissions at...

-Catholic s2

,Biacks

'Hispanics

Jews

Catholics'
Blacks
Hispa:ni s

typb of college-,
elite other. all. all of - Sampledseniorc seniorC seniors community =Ye

Whites i'
Blacks

Hispanics .

20. 61 .36

(66 91-, .784

,40 71 .51

46 26

1 5 35 .

54 76 73

33 - Si ,64 63

-

15 .69 27.

1972
.

9 . sp 27.
..

55 84 7?

46 69
,-
; 58 .

0

'.

70 19

53 '26

70 59

56 36

65 30.
51. . 32
76 72.-

,
53

--________

(4378)

(4723)

(1098)

(1426)

(l551)

(2567)

. (1220)-

.( 784)

60 42 47666)
,

77 70 (2141)

i'9 .51 ,(1258)



TABLE 3 (cont.)

HOW ETHNICGROUPS BENEFITTED FROM OPEN ADMISSIONS

% of all benefIciariesb belonging to group at.

/ -
.. all
senior comMunity

.

00, =0~., . 0 m 0 m w 1970 -.-, ---
. .

-a.

Jews
'tt

CathO.Lice,f

0 .30

Er

25

36

:Blacks 13

Hispanics 5

Otherg '21.

C

23 . 23

38 38

- 15

:10 10

14 15

Whites 45 .45

Blacks 29 20

Hispanics '21 11

Otherg 4 3

a
The base for each percentage is the humber of students fFom a given
ethnic group at a specific level of

-- -1972

16h '16

h
2h-2 - 8

25. 2.6

13 -12

18 . 18

60

23

14

3

w-
59

AI

27, 28

11:- , -12 ,

Nc
T-

3

t. 1

, b
The base for each percentage is the number of open admissions students
at a given level of CUNY.' Percentageskin each column' may -not add to
100% due to rounding.

At the 'senior college level, open admiss- ion students are defined as
those with high school averages. below 8U. 1.7-

. .
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cOmmunitli. college leViel, open admissioni students are'defined
eiwith hig-h school averages below 75-.

f

of CUNT, open admiss,ions students are Aefided as those wilx,
d.not have beeh placed'at any level of CUit by critc

iu other wordsaithose with.high school averages belo*75.-
{,.

.,

remind the reader thaiihroughout the paper. the term *CatliolicsN
kJ= nong-Hispanic.Cathola.cs.

he *other" row indicates thepercentages of.open admissions students
do not' belong to the distinguished .groups. In 1970 and:1971, these

students may .be Protestant whitess'whites of. some other or no religion,
,..Whites of unknown religion, Asian-Americans or other non-whites. In
-1972, these other students may be Asian-Americans or other non-whites.
Bone of these categories consistently contributes more than a f-:w
..percentage points' to..he ranks of open admissions students..

v

12 .

These-percentages are adjusted to compensate for the absence oe.

religious data at one community college.

4

0

"%n J

J 4.

4
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or feier of Jews and Catholics. The
ti
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.

ty is, much smaller at(the other

k
senior colleges, where large percentages ot every group were admitted under open

admissions. FinallY,. the disparity disappears at.the community colleges, where--in
. {

great contrast to the Senior colleges--the proportion of Jews'admitted.by the nevi"

Criteria was one of the two fargkst.

. . . . -
. .

when we.consider.the percentage each group forms among allibeneficiaries,
- . ...

a very differrt liprbsSion of benefit results. As:the Table shows, open-admissions
. .

.

. ,

L41. Jewish and Citholic students generally outnumbered. open-admissions_blacks anc},_ .

Hispanics at CONY and all'its levels One aspect of the extent tO which white .f

ethnics benefitted is especially striking. Many have previously -recognized-that

whites have been important beneficiaries, but they have--witliconsiderable

'Unanimity--pointed.to Catholic ethnics as the' white beneficiaries., BVi it

,

clear chat Jews were. also. major beneficiaries of .opei,adMissions, even at the senior

college levels. Over a. quarter of Jewish students at the senior colleges would not

.

have been admitted but for open admissions..

ti.
In sum, these two types of percentages convey different but ultimately

- .consistent aspects of the consequences of open admissions. Since so fey blacks

and Hispanics qualified for LUNY and its senioAcolleges under the older criteria,*
'* . .

open admissioni had a powerful impact on theracialcomposition of CONY. But .

,

more whites than minority students benefittsd from open.admissions, at, least foi
-

the years 1970 through 72.
r--

To summarize our dlicussion of benefit, open admissions did provide important

. .. !
access to the City University Of New York and its senior- colleges for minority.

ae :..,

.

-

Students, Not only did large proiortions of:minority students at the senior

-
. ,

,

c011eges.enter unddt thenew admissions criteria, but additional analyses' (not,
, 7i .

t'
shown here) indicate that these minority open admissions students frequently. .came

from "impoverished fimilies. As a group, they were far more impoverished than the
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-white students who ben,Eitted from opeh admissions and alsO more impoverished than .

1

those mdnority,students who could satisfy the old admissions criteria. Sit more

whitethan minority students benefitted.from open admissions, and these white

beneficiaries appear to have come from the same class backgrounds that traditionally

provided CUNY with its students. Ironically, then, when the doors of the prestigious

ir,?
senior college system were opened to students who did not meet the traditional

4

criteria for admission,it was not only 'the apparent objects of the open admission

policy,ilow-income minority students, who crowded .in but also students from the-

. .

...groups which have historically ben#fitted most from CONY education, working-and

middle -class Catfiolics and Jews.,
.

DETERkINANTS OF COLLEGE PLACEMENT

V
While stratification in the distribution of minority students diminished

...

under, open admissions it,is'clear that some did exist, particularly between-the

elite-and non-elite"senior colleges. Since the internal stratification of

higheiOucation has played such an important role in+some discussions-of open

admissions, as one mechanism. by which class and ethnic inequality would be
_

preserved,in'an apparently open system,- it is impOrtant to look for the sources

. of the stratification which remained.

In the great majority of cases, the immediateCause of the student's place-
.

ment was his Or her own preferred college, indicated in app4cation for admissio4
A

4

-to CUNY.' CoMparing preferences with.placements or the years 1970, '71 acid '72,'s

most students'in all ethnic groups were placed a the level of their preferred. ,

college (in terms of the three-tiers used earlier), if not at that college

Z.'
.

... S.

itself: Id 1970, nearly 87% of students in the sample were placed at their
r

i

preferred level, as was true for nearly ao% in 1971''and 77% in 1972. Moreover,
,...

the rate of placement at the student's preferred level varied little by ethnic

group in any year.

20
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As one might guess, then, from -the strati-figsrim -of Minority students in

4 -

Table 1 for these?three yeais1, slabstantial differences in college preference-

existed among'groups. Table 4 shows the college preferences of ethnic groups in

each of these years. Because the representation Of dommmnity and senior c011iges in.

.ipsx3r sapless varies from year. to year, it is ikpeciniky important in tilts Table--

,the only one where level of- college, is not controlled--to pay attention to the

pattern of ethnic differences rather the/mIgnitudet of individmal:percentaies.

I
o

And, as is easily seen; there is a consistent pattern. Jewish stUdentrra4med the
. A It

highest in the two years for which religious data are available, with the largest
/ .

. el -,

percentages preferring anelite senior college and the smallest choosing t

community college. Blacks and Hispanics fell equally far behind Catholics. and JeWs

16
in preference for an elite senior college or, indeed, any semiorgEpilege.

esilte the-Ohm-ions importance of the student's preferences, it is still

-posiible that the CURY admissions-procest was partially responsible for the

unequal distribution of minority students. That is, it is possiblerthat unfavorable

rates.of minority admission to.senioT c. eges air 'hidden in their generally high

.rates of. placement at their preferred level since minority students 1Aa.---a g reater

preference fot comp:amity colleges,-where they could not fail to get in-.under open

admissions. Some confirmation seems added when we'lida at ethnic rates of ad-

'1.3mtissidn to elite and non-elite senior; colleges j.n the aggregate, also shown in

Table 4. Without taking high school average and.rank into account, blacks *ere

the,worst off in each cohort. Hispanics, however, did as well as Catholics in

1970 and all whites in 1972, lagging far behind the white groups only in 1971.

But a very different picture -of the admisSions process is revealed when we

take into account high school average and rank, the two factois on which the formal
; -

admigsionscriteria depended. Comparing students equal in high school credentials,

Alb

21
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COLLEGE -PREil.ENCE

. .

RATE OF ADMISSION TO PREFERRED, LEVEL BY ETHNIC GROUP
(source: sample data)

2 Rate of Admi4slon
. According To

College Pref(grenees
,

Prefetred Levels

elite other _,...elite othej$

--

senior senior community senior senior commnmil

.
ei 1 .. ..

Jaws
. r
Catholics

Blacks

Hispanics

74- 13 13
-0

.

Si 19 . 30

37 16 47

-44_ 6 40

sEt

73 94

63 86

81. 94

t
OM +- -1971-1=.1NtININMOMMIMI..16111.

V k

1r*

Jews 54 - 25 21. 55 86 r 100
. )

Catholics 29 33 39. 54 84' 100

Blacks 15; 17' .68 16 59 100

Hispanics 11, 4 21 69 22 77 106*-

Whites

Blacks

Hispanics

42 13 45 51

22 11 6-7 32

21 12 67' 49

:,:

69 100

106-:

-75 100

J
1 .

In calculating rates of admission; a.tew students who were placed at

higher levels than they preferred (e.g.-, studelds placed at senior

colleges, although their preferred colleges were community colleges)

have been counted as placed at'their preferred-levgir . .

cf.

22
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blacks and Hispanics were not disadvantaged relative.to Jews and. Catholics. In 1972,

in fact, they were distinctly advantaeid by caparison with whitei in senior college
I

/

admissions.. In'phat:year, among those with .a high school average between 75 and 79.9

-

and in the top half of their class, over two-thirds of blacks and Hispanics.who

preferred admission to an.elite senior college were placed at one, compared with less

one-third of equivalentlyqualified whites. Further, less-than 20% of these

.sane blacks. and Hispanics were placed 'at a community college, while over 40% of the

same, whites. were. 'Other differences in, favor of minority admission are found among'

open admissios students desiring senior college, admission in 1972. Given the

limitatioik of our data,' we cannot precisely specify the source of minority advantage
-

in that year. However, we speculate that it results from those minority students who

applied for admission to the Sztic program but who, udder its lottery admissions

procedure were not accepted. These students were lore likely to list only senior

colleges among their preferences, thereby increasing their chances of being admitted

-to.one. .14any.whitesi on the other hand, listed comet pnity colleges as a second or

third choice, -thus being admitted to that lerel.if they did not receive their first
--

b

17 ,

"choice. But, whatever the source, the admissions process clearly did not work
.

prior to CUNY, partioular,ly to those which influenced the student's college preference.

against minority-students in simple discriminatory way.

To understand the-stratification of minority students, we 'must turn to events

AP
.

TO be sure ethnie groups also differed substantially in-their academic credentials
. .

at.the time of application to CONY, in ways that are important for understanding

the placement of students. Nonetheless, open enrollment was clearly designed to

.

encourage minority admissions, particdlarly 'among those who lacked the traditional

criteria. Why, then, were blacks and Hispanics so Much less likely than whites to
.

apply for admission to a senior college?



High school largi in many discussions !education as a

sitchanisom for reroducingsociAl-ineguility., :It is well known- that raci'and
, -

social class.iii related to track placement, muid.researah suggests that this

occatS' fa prt independentlkyof abiittyand.achievemint.18- Black and RiOpanic-

iitudentai are store hely tocie.pliced .ih non-acadesire high school tracks, and
-

his important C012/4140111k4LB, especially for t thsCatiOn12iri fact,
. .

CEO study found that track in high schooll, imPartanithan ability in
.. 0 ..

pelnumiiningo4bether students went to college, or, if they' did, whether they

fimmaiLled in a four- or two-year institutionA19 It appliars tbat.sucitresultseare

detirmineday be effects of tracking aspiration Levels and self-esteem, And

aie reinforend by the influence of school guidaime coumselors.,4 We think

that counselors are of prime importance in the New York. situation. They- passel&

Considerable knowledge of theCUNY admissions process, and usually provide

crucial advice .for the student filling out the application, parts gnlimly regard--

ingihe colleges where he or she can expeci'to get in: --

We-have.examined some poissible determinants of oollegepreference."A

regression 'analysis shows that, for the 1970 fretbmen, high school program

o.
(whether academic or not) and high, school average explain most of the differences

in college prefer4nce between minority and non-minority groups. Three measures of

family background, father's and mother's education And family income, explain
.

very little of college priferenNces 20

These results point to the role of the high school program in explaining

Group differences in-college preference, Surely, non-academic high school-

programs-Wad, of course, vocational high schools) are marked by a geieral

atmosphere which is'. less conducive to high 'educational aspirations., Within such

qettings, we think the role of guidanCe cobriselors takes on added importance,

espeCially since tyA impact'on'lower class students is greater than upon

r



middle Clash; pupils.
21 it seals likely tip us that guidance counselors, who play

such a crucial role in helping students apply'to OW, more easily think of those

in non-academic.programa as poor material for higher education and counsel them

acdordingly.22

In summary, the distribution of minority groups at CIONY became more equal as a

re$ult of open admiLions. Relative to other open access systems CUNT was certainly

far Less stratified. nonetheless, some stratification did remain. However, the

responsibility for the remaining inequality'in the initial placepent of students

does not appear to lie primarily with policies and procedures under the control of

the CUMY administration, but-rather with prior educational processing of studenti.

Prole the evidence.we have been able to analyze,we cannot reject some of the

mechanisms, such as the link between guidance counselors and college preferences,

posited by those who see a new form of tracking in open admissions. Our analyses

testify io the limitations inherent in policy changes at any one level of the
.

educational system in order to ganerate ty of educational opportunity. Mile

CONY open admissions policies had substan effects, the impact of stratification

at preceding levels of the system, in high schools and elementary schools, con-

tinued to be felt.

.
pENEFITS OF ACCESS- CURRICULUM PLACEMENT

;

The issue of educational stratification extends beyond the college tier in

which a student is initially placed. Not only does enrollment in a senior or

community college have important consequences for subtequent edilitional benefits,

but so too does curricultm placement, especially for those who begin at a comminity

college. Although the CONY open admissions policy guaranteed mobility from the

25
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r .

community colleges to the senior for-those completing the Associiti degrees, it does

not follor that all curricular-paths were equally likely to lead to'the senior

colleges. In the community colleges there are essentially two currtcular paths,

the liberal arts transfer curricula and the technical-vocational...

Somwriters have viewed community colleges and especially the vocational

curricula as crucial to the paradoxical description of open access education.

systems as maintainers of inequality.
23 The be curricula are characlOrized as' "dead

end. program, acc omplishing the cooling out function of education: "poring

students the ilinsion of opportunity, while reconciling them taktsumMinal curricula

mild the resulting limited Occuipatioiaal and financial benefits.24 And usually these

curkicule are viewed as imposed .upon students who would chodse otherwise if #mmy

25

emainationlilf the curriculum placement of SMmunity college students
* .

-

at CUNY shows that, as in the case of college placement, the vast majority of
..--

itudeAft.were placed ,in their curriculum of choice*, at' least in terms of the

dis between liberal arts and vocational. Table shows the preferred

curri community college students by ethnic group, controlling for high

school average.
26

It is obvious that there are fairly consistent differences

among ethnic groups across the three'coborts. Jews and Catholics in 1970 and '71

and whites in-1972 were more likely to prefer a liberal arts curriculum than were

blacks and Hispanics. Often the differences between the white and minority groups

were substantial, and.they appear to have been larger for regular students than for

open admissions students.

The data also contain a surprise which further confounds any simple inter-
,:

.pretation of vocational curricula as a track of limited potential imposed ugpmm

unwilling students: in general, academically stronger students were less likely to



TABLE 5

PrzrEPRrn. WRICULA OF Erl'ENIr VEOUPS%, copra:mit "COLLEGES,
BY ADMISSIONS STATUS
pource: Sample data)

Cathplics

Hispanics

vs

Cath°30!9P'
Blacks

--Eispartics

choosing-liberal art

regular

48

46

15,-

'19.

....
.,

,.

,111.--......i...r.y, , -

Whites
:-

,_

.Hispanics

40

.35

19

-12

33-

38

32

25

26'
... 19724m...

2.;

Jug c=ricura are also included..

.

4.97n.`7.4.5
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al arts curricula. .This is especially, clear for minority students, 4fs

oomperison of regulat.to open admissions`; students shows. Although the same

fpattern does not appear in Table'S among. Jews. and Catholics in 1970 and ''71, it is.

foiind awing whitear 72 cohort. Moreover, among Jews and Catholics the very

.top:: ( with above 80 high schdol averages, who are not shown

10 .
'separately in: the Table) often, less likely to ppt fOV liberal arts than were

..:theirlOademically.,poorer counterparts.

How is one to inteipret such a finding, which flies, in the face of the common

sense,eapectation that better students''should be-mbre likely to prefer the liberal,

-arts tiansfi**prOgrams? Undoubtedly, it arises largely beause many students do not

drift-into! vocational curricula inpthe comiunity colleges but choose them con-

.0' .

con -

eciously in accordance with occupational goalS. That ere is some fit between

-curriculum preference and occupational goals can be In the relationship- between

__tltt-prelerence and degree aspirations: our analyses show that those who wanted,ip

terminate their education, with an AssOciate degretlumre far mofe-likely to choose,a

technical-vocational curriculum than were those ithy aspired to the B.A. or beyond.

Oddly, it appears that'the liberal arts curriculum war'ihe residual one for

many students. Academically better students are More likely to be well informed

about the career implications of:diffe i trent curricula. Thus, the greater pre-
el..............................

ference7tor liberal. arts among academically wearke students fuggest that it was

a-CU'rriculum of !last4report!.
for'many stUdents,-who'Chose it because they initially

perhaps, since the
lacked.any clear direction in their.academic careers.

.:possibility of college.attendance was not appdrent.fOrthe weaker students io.the
0

early open admissions cohorts until late in their high schooli,careers, they were

. -

more likely to approach this iudden possibility with unlimited asp ti

Nonetheless, the curriculum preferences of these community coil students

also showttm.impact of prior educational processing. Paralleling the pa tern we
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found in college preferience, itudents coking from n@p-Seademic high:SChooT/progreme

k.1
alb

were far less likely to prefer liberal arts curriculum than were students froM%
4

academic programs. Even so
- .

apparent
*,

effect -of, Rrior educational track does

not work inuite the wa °fie might expect. If It& impact of non-arademicillgh:-
-

schools .an Curriculum preference were primarily a result of the lowered academic

if -image of students or the directing of students-by "guidance counselors, theri

-......:-t,4e.academically. least able students fromZnon-academic programs ought.to have been,
.

.

c.

very unliKely-to choose liberal arts curricula by comparison with academiCally
. 4 )

I ._ /

better students from these. Bprograms ut'tney were not; tiey were, in, fact,
tc, .

slightly more_ likely . 27

....

It .is apparent from our discussionthat the strocess

r

of curriculum placement

. 11.

in community colleges..is considerably More complex than is usually described in

critical analYsSof the role of,these institutions. . As these analysio would' lead

.z

one to suspect,, it was theicae .al CONY under qpan admissions that minority
/

.

students were more- likely to be found in the technics/I-vocational. curriamla,
. .

i .

.

curricula wiliCh are less )likely,-to lead to a svaior college. ,./ileverthelets,

..student,references are the,key elements in understanding the pAtern of curriculum

placement. And, even though the effects of hi&school tracking are Apparent it

is impossible to see the vocational curricula as simply impositions on students

who wquld choose otherwise, since academically better students were oftenTmore

likely toi;choose. those curricula thiin were'weaker'stU'dents.

ss .

explicity intended-to guarantee mobility to senior

the community college program. 'Although we have se

COMMUNITY-SENIQR COLLEGE MOBILITY

Unlike mcst.multi-tiered systems of higher educati the CONY system was

s for those completing .

the open-admiasioni



resulted in lessAlithnicOitratificition in the University, inequalities' .

",

didAsmain it the distribution of ethnic groups into different levels of the

system. Theioriciplcof guaranteed mobility was designed to provide yet

another avenue7to the baccalaureate.

Bow did.groupsediffer in movement from the com;imityto the genior:collegosir

Table 6e:7Presents the rates of transfer to the senior colleget*.ethnic. group,

according to ccmunity college cfirriculum, admission status,,and whether or not

the: Associate. degree Was received.-TheOlata show, first of all, a clear ethnic

ordering in total rates of community-senior college mobility. Among both

regular and'open admissions groups, Jewish students were most likely to trano4'

followed by Catholics:. Blacks and Hispanics showed the lowest retells, imt
A.

,eihibited no clear ohdering relative to one another.

Bowever, Table 6 also'reveals that the transfer, process and ethnic ordering

are confiderablyMbre complex than these initial findings suggest. When we

eXamine'.the most.iikely transfer path graduation from the liberal arts curriculuml

ethnic differences in transfer Yates diS'appear in most cases, the main exceptions

being the lower rates for Hispanics in 1971 and blacks in .1972. The,Mgmitudeof--

the'transfer'rates is also striking.1410the 1970 cohorto.generally two thirds

r 28
or more of 'the liberal arts;' graduates subseqoently enrolled in a senior coll

,--.............,......_u......., ,45.1....trC .--14101111101081 %244- . .......1[....... ' .." . .. '- - ° 4...,..
c

r- Especially noteworthy is the strong showing of open admissions students. . Indeed,

in s reveal cases the transfer' rates for opedtadmissions students exceed those for

tfie regulars. Overall, the findings suggest thaiithe CUNT pblicy of encouraging

=miter to 'four year program did have its intended effect.

-
What happentd to th*e 'graduates of the career programs? As one might expects- 'h -

fi-pm"tteii lower :' degree aspiratialni, they were less likely to go on to a senior
1

college thailwere the libeal arts graduates. Yet,- a substaptial minority did

7.
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atholics

Blacks

spanies

C61MUNITY-SENIOR COLLEGE TRANSFER RATES PY CURRICULUM, DEGREE',
AND ADMISSIONS STATUS
(Source: sample data)

% transferred toll senior college
.1

regular

With WAO
Associate Without Associate
degree degree degree

liberal arts 67

career 3O

. liberal arts- 63'

career 28

.11beral-arts 60
career 33'

liberal arts 67
career 53

1/berdi
career

arts 72
43

fthollas liberal "arts 64

career 30/

liberal arts 58'

career 34

aispanics liberal arts 47
career 36

ithitite liberal arts 48

gr- career: .25

EELsPanic

Withoiit Overall Rate
degree regular open

.... . --1970 cohort
V

37 79 31 38

23 43 11/4

28 75 18 31
11 37 11

15 81 18 17

7 5.1

23 76 13 '27

11 33 5
.

1971.

38 66
22 48

30 66
8 49,- r- 7. et .

18 '68
11/

13
8 14

18 56
7 34

'ibe.ral.' arts 041 .11

career 24 7

arts 59 13
25 3

. ..

cohort-------------------

25

29
8-

16
6.

17
5

14
5

12
5

38.

47.

37

45 33

32 23-

23

19- 12.

21 .



transfer. For sump
a

..- . l'-',....
. '1 , ',,t

in the 1970 cohort about a third (and sometimes more) of

thee* career students chose to,continue their studies-after community college

graduation. Again,ii is noteworthy that ethnic differences are with few/ex-

ceptions, Small acrd do not consistently favOir any, one ethnic groqi. Surprisingly,

.camong thecareer graduates, the-open admiSsions students were generaXly more

likely to cdhtinuein a senior college than were the regular students.
1 ,

Another large group of students did hot Obtain s'community college'degree.
.

For this groupthe University made no guarantee of mobilityra:seniorIcollege.

Nevertheless, transferring.occurred, particultriy among the li6eral.arts majors.

1.

For eiemple, among Jewish enrollees in liberal ass curricula-in the 1970 odhort,

'alMost A04 of the iegular- and almost one-third'o e'open admission's students

transferred. In the career-curricula, transferrin also occurred, hough the

rates were generally low. 1Mong the non-degree attainers, some ethnic differences

re-emerge... BasicaltV, in both the 111b4cal arts and career404icula, non-degree

Jewish students were most likely --to transfer. There is no .consistent ordering

among the other ethnic groups.

"A seeming paradox emerges from the analysis of community-senior college ,

mobility rates. On the onehand, there are clear ethnic differencei in the

.viggregate rates6of trahSfer.-.0n the other hand, within the group most obviously
at-,..L.011111. ,z,1at ft n, ,74:- JAM- .7......um-Lana....s.,-,Watml...es. .4411166,-.1

w .
intended4asthe transfer pciptlItton, aegr .the itabalitytrates4g-hbilers

(but of course much higher in liberal arts)- and. ethnic differences. small. This.
.1% at. 3

apparent paradox is explained. largely by .the different curricular enrollimmtof.
_

0
.

ethnic .groups and their distinct ratessof degree attainment. Waite - groups were

more likely to begin liberal arts curricula, while blacks and H4spanics!were more

likely to be in the career curricula, with-accjapanying lower nobility rates. .

. .

Inasmuch as placement...was determined overwhelmingly by student preference, it is



.

epparept that ethnic differences in mobility were generated in part by the same

process which determined.curriculum placemenk.. 'But, as we shall's**, whites were
0

, 4. : .

also Wore likely to obtain an Associate de§ree and hence to follow the guaranteed .

route of mobility. Other contributions' to overall ethnic differences,_ such as

differences in dates of transfer Leong those without degrees, are saIi by comparison

with theie two major patterns:
.)

Wei. cannot leave this discuttion of community- senior oollege mobility without

considering tir.fate of the transfers. ,Table 7 presents the graduation,., retention,
7.

and dropout rates'Ofthe transfers from the 1970 and 1971 cohorts. Overall, Jewish .

'amid Catholic Studinisekhibited.consistently higher graduation rates than.blacks,.:.

and Bisepnics. However, whein transfers. who had-not graduated but were .still enrolled
Tv

in a senior college are considered, the picture is somewhat,Changed:A In every case

blacks'ihowed the highest retention rate of any group. The record of Bispanicee was

not as:strong, although they were about as likely to bilis remained ih a senior college

as the white-groups. This suggests that the initial ethnic differences4n graduation

72ates were due at least in:part to the slower: rate of, degree attainment among the.

nonwhite groups. Among all groups, no less than two-ihirds (and in some cases more

than three -- fourths) were still working toward the B.A. in '1975-

1.I.42t-of ._t_h_e_gtssertkon.:that

cOilegeaere MisChanisms for-terminating-the educatibn of the diA4vantaged, while,

at the same time preserving the illusion of the American ideology of egalitarianism?

IOUs image of the community college seems difficult 'to, reconcile, at least at
ti

CUNY with the'teicts"that a high percentage of.the-Iiberill arts graduates transferred .

and"a substantial mindrity of career graduates (the supposed
.

and!that open admissions graduates were_at least as likely to ; transfer
.

trackr



COMMUNITY COLLEGE TRANSFERS TO SENIOR LLEGES: ENROLLMENT STATUS OF
ETHNIC GROUPS (In centages)

Ethnic
Grog.

Jewish

datholic

Slick

hispanic

1970 Cohort*

Open'Admissions ft:dents Regular Students
Graduated Retained, Dropout Graduated 'Retained Dropout

e

29 38 33 .45

26 - 37. 36 .40
,

19 56 25 27

22 54 24 15

1971 Cohort*

Jewish

Catholic

Black

Hispanic

17 63 20

23 57 20..

11 71 18

,15 5.4 . 30

17

24.

13,

12.

22 3

27

57
s.1

.29
4tr:

4.

6/ 17

57 19

71 16

61 \ 128

P

-.:.

*Graduation,-Retention and Dropout rates are as of spring, 4975. ....-,,,
a

7
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regular students who graduated. Moreover, the rates. of pe

seemed substantial: But the apparent implication* of

bydthe inequalities in the curricular distribution of w

4

istence after transfer

Qs must be tempered

non-white students ,

randOe limitations on mobility without an Associate
"4-k

stand out as

impediments to fuller participation of.mi4ority group; in the baccalaureate programs.

Thus, the unequal transfer and subsequent graduation rates of different ethhic
P

did'not coipensate for their origiRilly unequal pla9ement at. the different

levels of-CUNY. Rather, these rates added to the-inequalities in, the. distribution

of. groups.

.
' .

41CADEMIC SUCCESS.: DROPOUT,' eRADUATION GRADES

The primary aim of open access models prior td CUNY'slas been simply to
.0'

provide access: the academic events occurring after admission.remain the. re-'

sponsibility of the student: One of the most important innoVations.in the CUMY

open admissions policy was the University's committment-toalfect the full
. . f

AW
course of the student's cone9essivosacy To the extent that students did poorly

..

in tiheir work or dropped out, the University failed to achieve on: of, its major

open adAissionitgoals. Thus, open lassions witnessed:a shift in the burden cdk'

resronaibility: it now rested not. only with the ent but also withthe'insti-

,
-

Of course in evaluiiing open admissions, satisfectory academic-achievemint
\Sr

should not be
f
viewed simply as an end in itself Strong, acitdemic performance.

increases the prospects for later occupational success. Attaininghigh grades, in

(college carries with it a greater probability of acceptance for graduate training

and the consequent opportunity for reaching the higher level,professions Amid in`

the 'colsou'nity Collegii high grades create a greater probahility of achieving'a
gr.

35,

.



-94cms1ailsee).. Moreover, degree attainment carries with-it the likelihood 91

29
.gxeater..earnings. .

It is, therefore-rot significance for long -term t t
.

Uses, academiC success among students in each ethnic group.

.

*efore open admissions bigin. there loony propheeles about its fro..

'eyelets for graceless. Some feared that open a cession, stnegits, with their

wmiker high school records, would stand little chance* performing satinfactoiily.

Others felt that, despite the.Univergity's commitment to massive programs of'.

reiediation, the political pressures stemming from the open admise4ons effort

_wotild lead t4 a dilution of academic standards, with the veneer of aeadeeie

success concealing en Underlying deterioration of rigor. The thiverSity thus

Amend itself ilia "no -Win" situation.- If studentssuceeededbeiOnd expectations,

__,s it would be accused .of lowering stand. ards. if they failed, the gloomy-yrophets

,..
. .

would, happily or not, see their fears ccafirmea.
10

At this juncture .thee is no definitive evidence to support the widely held

belief that open admissions brought about a decline in starearid. One university

study36 compared pre-and'poet-open admissions. grading patteigs at,selected cuir
.

. .

campasee. 'Itfound that grades declined 'on sosie-campusea.and increased at .4.,
.
11

11Vii=4=0...sD101:4110....S.407..........,:xwmar.., , ' ....Zpikiiirl.......W.A,1,.. ,...11161,:i.zely.,-,:.4....441,",;.;.,yrcUe.%;du.
. . ...1 . ,

others. In any event discussions of academic aid:Laid* have certainly not been ...,

..' . C

limited to the COZY setting. The topic of "grade inflation" has been widely

discussed as a national phanomenon.31 Thus, even if there were hard evidence of

4%
grade tnflation,at =MI, it would be difficult to distilguish that attributable

r

to open admissions from that generated by ranch broader currents.

'What can be said of academic imiformance during 40, early years of the open

admissioris.prograe? Table 8shows ethnic differenese.in a traditional measure of

that performance, dilative grade point averages, with those who ultAmately



CONOLATIVX GAS POINT Atin LUZ'S! AppassIOnt STATUS,-
amp G DROPOUTS nut mums.

't

A

Jews

Catho Lica

Blealcs

pr.. Jews

Catholics
Slacks
.1/Liman's.

(Sources Sample data)
.

Senior Colleges
regular siudeUts open admission.

. students..
dropout bthar. dropout other
10.1=0:11.411.411111197

2.72 3.02

2.18 4:'*- -.2 88

1.87;
1.99'

2.74

4=116111111

.1.83 2.48, (I`

1:47 2;47

2.23

2.28
. .2.70 .

2.70

*.

41'

1.31

1.46

3.07
a .

1.91

2.92 a 1.65. .

2.t4 1.61. .

2.60 .- it 59

2.53

2.58

2.27

2.42

.Blacks 1.85 2.37-.

1.83 .2.48

1.29

1:37 2.12'



0 slams s (cont.)

CONULATIVE, GRADE POZWT AMA= BY ADMISSIONS STATUS
8MMUOIATIOWAROPOUTS PROS, OTSSRS

Slspks

Rispanios

Joys

Catbolics

'slacks:

"Hispanic* N.

t.

K

Comity Consols
reiular students open ad4ssiO4

dropout other

2.01 2.70

1.75' 2.80

1.60 2..49

1.91 2.65

2.50 2,78

2.28' . 2.81

1.90 2.52

x2.01-2.01- 2.54

.

2.0i 2.80.

. .

1 . 8 4. Z.59

..studsnts
dropout Other,

1970

1.51 2.34

:32 2.40 .

2.11'

1:46 2.28
. . ,

ti

1.70 2.40

1.66 2.32

1.54 2.014,4

1.67 *14

1.53 2.35
=Y

1.55 -2.11
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*Dilltimeeneas in gradmiaweas to be nor* strongly related to high eeh001
-

awerege, and hence to Admissions statue, than to ethnicity. Differences betWeen

regular and open admissionistnienis from the seams ethnic group arm ginerally

strong as or stronger than. the largest differences among ethnic groups in* the same

category coladmissicas status. Indeed, using these latter as its medsure.,ethnic

variation dices not from very large. few differences among groups in any

category of admissions status are more than a third of a point, Which is-
.

equivelint to difference betreen a'letter.grade and its plies or palms.

Nevertheless. tia oombined ofiects of high school average,'or admissions status

and a hnicity are quits substantial. 'The Alffeftnce in any yibar ijftwelsOhe

students from the highest achieving el-dmdc group and the open admissions'

students from therpoorest achieving-gm* is often near a full point, or a full

a

letter grads.

It is, of course, impoesible in the absence of an4independent standard to

say anything' definitive about grade inflation undmr open admissions. Nonetheless,-

the patterns in Table 8. do not suggeit the collapse Of academic standards -

but rafter their maintenance. many students did.poorly, and ocusequezatly.iirop-

. Joe

pedrout, and success aff09611T wok strongly related to high school Postbsasses-

Cbviously, these points raise thrquestian of whether open admissionawas 'a
.

new. an simply flunked out. VME postpone that assessment -un til. fuller .

4

discussion of dropout and graduation. S.

lkomzout-and Graduation ..

. .

Dropmmt, and; graduation are frequently viewed both by colleges and students as
.

the bottom line of educational accOunting....Theultinate aim of7t.hel32664mma.

adeissions'policylwas ta.pravido a takigoff.pCipt for.social mohility.thrdogh the
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e of eaultitii open admi.ssions,.Nas seeif.2es

for interrupting the poverty cycle characterizin'-'g the life situations o

. .

of the new students admitted _under the policy. Within this context,

Lion are probably the most signi.ficant indical.ors for assessing'

ts' of oPen admissions.

Table 9 presents tielfriates of di-opout and. each.ethnic group by'

4-.0 . ;

f entry (senior or c mainity) and admissions status (Open or regular
,

. . . .

liciiiiissions) .3...3 With regard to dropout' rates., tht.re is a broadly consistent

Jewishethnic-pattern. students emerge as the group_least likely
. . .

.

.2W the other end.; Hisibanic students appear to be.geteral-1-Y the:inost 4-ike5" to.

-
dripped but the differences between. Hispanics and - othersare:very.strong

the senior colleges.. Blacks and Catheius fall, in the mirddke and there is

ttle difference between them, except that black regular community, college studentsi

were 'more Likely to drop out than their. Catholic. peers. DeiPite this broad ethnic

pattern, it, is also important to'notethe frequent-absence of large -or consistent:

differences between.'whites andnon-whites, especially in.-the cOmmunitY colleges.

Thus,' in 1972, whites. and blacks appear r y equal in rate of dropout, although

some differenceS 'appear among;re ar students when,\the grade point averagei of

dropouts tare taken into considerati

".With regard. to graduation- rates; the pattern of ethnic differences varies,

*between the senior and community colleges; In the senior colleges, .e. consistent

1.?r. . `
rank order is present for the 1970 and771 cohorts and for both_ regular and open.

admissions students. The highest rate is shown by JeVish students, follOwed in

. .
destgending order- by Catholics, blakcs, and Hispanics. Differences among ethnici

. .

groups-Sem somewhat greater. than did differftces inopout rates and the

Hispanic graduation rate is, in most_cases, sharply lbwer-than those of the other
. .

groups.- ifi the community colleges the sharpest contrast ,apPears betsween- white:and-
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ethnics.

.

ews and-Caiholics have very s,imiiar graduation rates', and

are-14-ighe than the rates for .bladks and Hispanics., which are

The magnitudesof -ethnic differences, however, are smaller than those

senior, coliegeS.

, how do the graduatioj and dropout rates of CUNX's 2major ethnic

es-ieflect Upon the University's goal of stopPin4 the revolving:door?:

ific rate of dropout or -graduation has ever been defined as an indicator of

succees, bn no apProach is':to-compare the CONY results with-natiginal data, which

--also presented -421 son requires-cautiort,---12ever.

We-know that our samples contain sightiya,gher proportions of academically

successful students than do the populations from which they were drawn (see

the Appendix). In, the case of the 1971 'cohort, the magnitude of the bias

e sample is large enough that we have chosen' t:o omit it from the comparison

national-data'.
3-5

Despite the,need for cauti this comparison has a number of interesting,

Even ailowin4 for some bias in our aamples, "graduation rates of regular
.:

senior cor-lege stUdents after five years (i.e., the graduation rates of the
\

1970 cohort) are near or even above the national-graduation rate for every CONY. °

.

ethnic: group except Hispanici, whose graduation rate is well below the national

rate. Although 1i.t may seem inappropriate. to doripare a. national rate, mea.sure4

.

after four years; against\ a CONY rate, measured after thisis ib.some.

the most appropriate comparison: Because CONY students were so often registered

1 -

forremedial work offering little orno. credit and because so many of the)! had

to'work while attending school, it is not at all surprisingideed,' it is to be

,

\

,expected- -that a substantial proportion of CONY students required more than the

traditional four-year period to graduate. Thus, when the appropriate national

'rates are compared with' four-year CONY rates for 'regular, senior college, student's
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)311007MPION, itETENTung, ANDIDROPOI3T RATES:

SENIOR COLLEGES f

CUNY. Anti NAvicivai

Regular . k. . Open-sldmisiions,
Retained, Dropout'

Cilhort

:Hispanic .

--1971 Coh ort

. . Catholic
111*Ck
EisPanic
tional. Data

1970 Cohoi-t..
. Jewish .

Catho3.1c
Black
Hispanic

1971 Cohort.
Jewish-

;131a0V.:.
Hispanic

971 Cohort
tlhi.te .41.
Black 29
Hspa:iic 30

Agat.iotial Data'. 32

-57
4$

34

36.
30
19

45.
.47

. .3/
35

50.:

37

10. 33

-14 38
18 48-

33 24.
.

40 - 30
. 38 43

COMMUNITY

.i2--

OlitEGES

47
6 47

. 10 58;
10 .S5-

Graduated Retained lh-Opout
b`- *,,

37 ;

29
23-
-19 2

21.

ti.

'43
26:-.

4 .

29
26 _

ID'

13.
b..

If
:12:
14
8'

19.
30
2S.

1'4

.

41
45

66

1

16
16

20

.

15
.12
20
16 .

23
28
28

65

56
56*
56

7



1970 =abort (Tot shown here), difgerenpe.s.ingra.duation rates are com-

plemented by differences in- the percentages of students still attending -school.

they national le4el, .only 9%,, of students were sttif in schoo' after _four. years,

at CW1Y if:third 'or more of the-students from cb ethnic group remained

fotir yearS. It follows that the;riiitional graduation 'rate could not
. .'

xlicresse-much:4fter -four years,. bit our,analysis showsthatzthe
36

rate.-chali9ect- substantially between the fourth and fifth year.
.

,

In ilight of .this discussion, CONY 'Open admissions studarts. in the senior.

-f .COLTeges -appear X4t.11d.V -s-accesstrrl by, the measure,,of--their i.peers nationwi de.

1.:17(111 I10101iAg f 4X SaMPiiMg bias

hiatus*. than the national

the grad tion rates...cif Jews. and,-Cath

ate, and the graduation rate Of bliecks is near.
.

. iy the Hispanic graration rate is clearly below it. -As in the .case

of regular students, the percentiiges of students who remained* in school were.;:
. .

. .

gher at CUBYonly Catholics were an exception-7-46in was true:'

.

Thus, it is likely that the '4raduation rates of all groups ;overtook''`

the' national rate the sixth and subsequent Yee.

iderations alsa shed some -light on the graduation rates-

BisPanics. They are the one group whose ,cord-clearly falls below the nationza-

I

figures. Bowewer, ah'Out a 'fifth of Hispanic senior college students remained

in school after\ five years, suggesting that their. 'low graduaton rates are _

attributable not only to academic failure and discouragement but also to slow-

ness of progress toward a degree. Part of their slowness may be attributed'

to the fact that Englfsh is not their native Ca age. In addition. since most

are puerto Ricans, who as a group retain important, ties to the island society.

I \
; . \.. .

hich is.their homelamd, it. is possible that their school careers are slowed
.

pten by 'interruptions "arising from returns to the Itland.
7



.--compatison of- CONY community college stUdents 1th their national counter-

7

parts reveals a number- of striking findings., To begin, with, graduation rates. .for
-

national 'Sample. of students appear lOw in absolute terms.:" Only three in ten

\j<

of those cowar#31e to regzilar CONY students and two in ten Comparable -to open

admissions students grad
-

Mese rates are cl.earil.
4

Cathoti.Crs.in 1910 and

from vc9munityi.college 'four years after, entry.

by the CONY gradulation rates/of Jews .and

in 1972. -A1though the gkcadziation rates of

and Hispanics in these cohorts are probably below the national rates

11.

yhen sazipling bias is taken into account -,- any disparities in favor of the

national rates,are Imre than counter-balanced by the most. staking

------

CUNY situation: theoextent to which students were still enrolled
. .

four and five years.after matrIculation. NationaLly,i there were few such

st:udezits; less thin 3% overalls Thus, th0 ..national graduation rate could

ge- only insignificantly izi the fifth =and iobseque.ht years.-: ..Bit in every

Comparisbn, i.e. for each ethnic group and in .each Cohor-t-, a greater percentage

pf ..stfidents 'was retained at CUNY than.was true nationa,Lly;. often, tiZe- difference

isOredazsiderable. . It appears that the'ultimate national graduation rate from

community colleges is certain to been eclipsed bi.the.ultimate graduation
J

rate of each CUNY ethni. group, Hispan.ics included..

In sum CUNY students in the eta of open admissione generally' did well by

comparison to a tional yardstick:-

for their some what slower progress toward a degree, CUNY senior college open

to national "norms and..

admissions students compared favorably with their national peers; and, with

the -important exception of Hispanics, regular students. in CUNY's senior colleges_

'.were nearly on a par with them. In CIINY's community colleges; both open

admiSsions and regular students did well by comparisoi with community college



, . .

nationwide. However, open admissions clearly did.,ixrt eraticate

ferences in-educational 'attainment. Even when high school pe.rfoi7aance
,

cOntrolled, relatively consistent and sometimes large dif

rates of suCce-Ns. Broadly speaking, in the eeni.o colleges Jewish'

-were-most successful and Hispaniestudents were least. And in die

ty colleges the white groups were generany successful than. the

-are visible

blaCks and,Hispanics.

10.4.40. caticr.trszoN'

The CONY open admissions poliCy has been in many respects. American hi

education's most ambitious effort 'to. Provide, equality of educktional opportunity.
.

. -

Arising in larger measure from the aemands of 'educationally tisadvintaged ethnic

groups, it provided access to college for many who previously would have had no

chance at all, and seriCus efforts were made 'to aid the pew stftdents in their

carters at CONY. Enough time has now passed so that we May ,begin addressing the

que-stion:- Has open .`admissions worked? Given/tie central.ririe of ethnicity in

--

the original. conception of policy, that question' cannot be considered with-

out also considering another: Did the policy work better for some groups than

for others?

Withoui:.question, .. many :who therwise would not have gone to college. went- to

.

-CONY as open. admissions students. In the program's first year over .htxlf the .blacks

and more .than. a third of the Hispanics would not.have quitified for any level. of CONY,

by the traditional admissions standards, and these fractions do not include those

students who possessed the traditional .academic criteria but came to college only! ".

because open admissions encouraged them to believe that CONY was open to them. Of

.

course, the open admissions policy was designed to bring. about.just such -results, but

46



Further-evidenoe for the .egalitarian impaat of the licy lies in the dis-

J=Ebution of minority studeni.s across the; community and college levels.

t :only was access
.4>

tb 'CUNY increased- "absoIttely, but the resulting increased-
,"

integration.occurred at all levels id the siStem. Indeed, .the :ethnic

imbalance existing at CONY the pre-open admissions peribd was
.

ever was.subsiquently.:: The CONY situation'does._.not', the.refOrefPr.ovide'i!FEsPort-

41-

for .those who have assei-ted-that increased access to biter education is offset by

-
increasing internal stratificatxon of the system.

.

Conatdering the actual achievements of- (*Tit admissions students

thibughout their CONY- careers, they appear to have done will 'relative to national-

yardsticks for dr ut and graduation tes. By these standards,. open admission.s

=NY was no-I:revolving door. Not only d thousands,;of student's -enter college =as

result, but thousands also graduated. As an -example, of those open ,adMissions

iittglents who enrolled at CONY in approximately one--quarter..Or rotigilly 3,500

students, 'had graduated with some degree by 1975. And eia .additiona.1 1,800, "-or abont
1

1

12%, Were still ;$orkitg toward a -degree..
C.

Nevertheless,. a simple yes or

admissions worked is not possible, for

adeissions.. Even though giant-str

no answer to the qiestion of *whether open

ty remained at CONY:in the /era of open,'
.

/
*des were Inadetoward. the ethnic integetion of the

University, some inequalities rema:inedin the distribution.of minority students
C

across levels: Six years after open. admissions began, black and Hispanic students

still more' likely--albeit only. slightly --to be found in the community colleges,were
I

and minority students at the senillegelevei were distinctlyess likely to-be

found in theoelite schools: True, our. analyses' have demonstrated that theie.remainin



11thalancesseeep-Ployeefuliction of stuhent preferences than the mechanics of -Mgr

procedures. But these preferences are,Jtoa large degree, crummmes of the

cumulative impVt of past inequalities; quite possibly including the: prior tracking

4.5M:dents. And what hiIds true for.enrollment at different levels obiloge Oniver-

114 *Rolla as to curriculum placement in the 'communiiy colleges; a. "strategic

Issue interims of the long -run implications of the iiitial academic contexts in which

students find'themseives..

'hat white stnderits remained comparatively advantaged in MIT under open

.admissitga seems even. clearer when we look at ethnic differences in achlev,ent.

.411.1Partalm44, student keriormance at CONY, whether measured *grades, droioat or

graduatiom6.is.predicted rather well by high schoolperformance. 'Although this

relationship is quite unsurprising it has important implications for ethnic in-
.-

equality in the CONY context. Thus, regular students gener4lly.outperformedcpien

admissions students, and whites were more likely than non-whites to be regular

t;dents. Given

.

-overall.,

these facts, whites predictably outperformed blacks amdIgLspanics,

And there are even dthnic differences among the most strategic gtoup, open

admissions students. While-these differences are often small and sometimesancon-

, V
better.sistent, white open admiftkons students were off broadly;speaking, than. non-

whites in grades, dropout and graduation. And the cuMUlative-impact of these

differences is much larger thin .any single one of them.

The paradox,of open admissions is one that it probably shares with many other

meliorative reforls. While benefits do flow to those intended to receive them, thry

also flow unintentionally to others; and often the latter, possessing more resources

U
that the .former are to take advantage of the new cOportunitidi. Without

question every ethnicgroup benefitted"from,open aamisSions. The benefits to blacks

and Hispanics were substantial, and CONY challged appreciably in'ethnic inte-
,

gration) as...a result. But the benefits to whites-, both Sews

more substantial in some ways.

)

and Catholics; were even
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011115.4:plaIte*IlEt of aped= s3mist, :address
the pcl.i.Cy aroused - Some fekl".-t -thart- farawar-,

ssions cuourd outweigh th = inevitable erosion of academic_
y CONY feared would happen even time:nigh. we
any clear evidence on this -point- Alti_mough an early

ppcFt. fer among bath: .ruieculty and admini-
.

tme:porstire,, ncmt.-cxaly too Opera ad-::
-,at imddit-,i.ona.1 facul

.the accoakmanymng =ions of crvetrocremwdimmg, increased
wauent -effects of New YOrk City fiscal crisis, lead to

_.
L some oa ses there were =Is cons- feelings -of demoraliZa-

. _

tea art CONY , admiessiOns- racism /reed Considerable faculty
aching methods and commitments of additional Iame for
or many,' then ececperienced. as stressful- .

Isprem1etarian Tibervard" was an appropriate -Mabel. for
ek. great pride in the sub at aceOmplishmerets
ececT-. " It is elnestionable whether the
:I;ribrited /very _clear'2. y to the iclual-iti7 of the faculty-

-

/
aux of .1:1;Kmorly, prepared and cultur foreign students,

of the

: ftQ.123..L-y would find -the changed situation very threa'r-411Xt"'"'
-

status- Without dismissing the validity of the standaras
overSy as:smears, understandable 'lam these -terms
t / - .

:71 over Standards, whether realiStic or not, may_ have had
to/131e believe that sl-avNtali-I-cis have declined,. then they are
/ ,,
a. CUNY degree, is- "worth" less Such beliefs may have



negid-ehmer ArFfacted the hiring of CONY graduates, altWtegh at this juncture there

no evidence to' allow us to determine whet Nik this has happened. The occupa-,

tiocal destinations of LA.wis gramialms- is a topic needing systematic Iresktrch.39

*ally, no discussion of opeh admissions and the fate of. ethnia:Igroups is, .

considete without aliusila_to the fiscal crisis of New Dark._ Whiteverrthe degree

of Conttcypszsy:over the feasibility of OPia .edmissioni, the fiscal

tionably intensified it. Indeed, in late 1975 the CON Board of High= plummaticl;

approved _resolutions which would have gone a- long wad toward dissoutlisrfilis

airucture of opea admissions. While these drastic resolu

'rescinded, open admissions has been changedloy the political heat of the fiscal

40

This educational experiment no longer ,exists in the precise form .we have

des=ibed. Some changes have been made in formal structure of-the program.

Per, example, the criteria foi admission to a senior college are now somewhat more

selective. Before, students needed an 80 average or rank in the tbp50% too

qualify; noir, rank in the top 35% is required. But much more important .are the

ways in which the shrinking financial resources of the University have affected

the'implementatioe and workings of the program.'_The impact of faculty retrench-
,

meat has hit hardest at those staff prbviding the resedial'amWHCounselieg support

I

services -so important to the open admissions effort. And, crucially, free tuition

ba beee abolished, with consequences made more dire by the information gap

resulting from the retrenchment of high school guidance counselors.
41

All of

these events have combined,* create a widespread public perception that open

admissions is'o;er.' The resat has been greatly decreased enrollment among

aal grouPs..

The future of open admissionswhether it will' suffer from further cut

backsremains clouded by uncertainties 'regarding CONY'S future base'of fiscal'
.



e we '-'1.1.41ftir =that. the initial Pears of open admisains gave caii
31!"

Optimism about its success, . the future, of the policy anjd.its
,ter-

For = when fiscal pressures were overwhelming', political`

responded by supporting exactly those- alternatives which attacked the

stadent, constituencies most directly served by open admissions.

mo



to compare ethnic 4zoiips- is tarns.Of.ssi.gnificani*

the %Mg admissions policy. implicitly,. we are yeneraliting' to

43cculatleami from which our- samples are &Ma . and it is-.thsregoze
,

°lases, the siemplas" representativeness 13y comparing. them td

using wurisidas imesured.for.bnthit Some Itemple and

.preemoted is Tablet

,.1111L-caleSteis4ititeidat 4.1171:401

imvolvii t ailitritm:ica of stodisits,

It: is:clear that :_therm az*,

-.:and the*. --poralation; but aotalways in,,,t4S-ssei direction.
.w. . .

era' Oversibpresented in .t1w12970 4amplaibak,

.

. . , .

the -19714' and 1972:samplee4 ThesA disciapaac33as '3e

',. 'iiice level of ,college is Controlled in.-.tham. the 'one table :Where
.. :4:4 :1;,:_ :k

-,-,.. k

i0*t. ii not 'true and., therefore may be affected 2110011747 college
.-- .".- . . , ... ... ..

andAdiseibin,Fintes (Table 4) . orer:etaxide, _because the -1071 and 1972 , samples

to mashers' of community college 'student& Table. 4 over-.
. ti ..

statisthe;percentages of students in those years whO preferred senior colleges
NI.

4.1

placed , in community colleges (i.e., those who were placed
c.

lieges aze:updlerrepresenied). Nonetheless; we do not believe that our con-

from this Table are affected because. they are based on the pattern of

ethnic diffetences and that pattern is consistent across the three samples,

eventhough their biases lie in different directions. 0

Since most' of our tables involve a control for level of college, additionaINA

_comparisons between the samples and populations are best done with such a

and the data for Apse compariions are also presented in Table A.:

I.1

.
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. ,CONfiparforaino of then* ',dents is, in 'scam repeat*

than. that for the coma oading populations; we do not find groin' for

clam concerning the conCluaions we draw from the samples.
.

.

.e.

ti
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tejtarold.Be Edgar Borgatta, John Goering, Barry' Kaufman, Joseph_ Uhl,
Jerale Xarabel, J. Joseph MengrRolf Meyersohn, Stephen Steinberg, and Mary Elisabeth

4Taylor.

I. Samuel, Bowles and Herbert Gintis, Schooling in Capitalist America,(New Yorks Basic
-Books, 1976). Other significan work is illustrated by the following:
Jercas Xarabel, "Community Col and Social Stratification," Harvard
Educational Review, 1972, 42, pp. .562; Murray Milner, The Illusion of.
Equality, (San Francisco: Joisty-Bass, 1972); Ellen Trimberger, Open Omissions:.
A New Form o`f Tracking?", Insurgent Sociologist, 1973, 4, pp. 29-43. Concern, with -

opportanity for higher education is, of course, not tad to critical theorists. --'

See for example, William H. Sewell, "Inequality of ty for Higher Education,"
American Sociological\ Review,' 1971, 36, pp. '793-8 e*

2. The trend and issues are considered in Martin Trow, "Reflections on the Transition
from Mass to UniversiaiHigher Education," Daedalus, Wilter, 1970, pp.1-42; and
Universal Higher Edartion: Costs and Benefits (Washington, D.C.: American Council
on Education, 1971). .

In 1971 another four-year and another two-yearccalege began.

4. More detailed description of the CaliTornia system is presented in Abraham Jaffe
'.'and Walter Adams, "Two Models of Open Enrollment," in Universal Higher Education;
See also David Rosen, Seth. Brunner, -end Steve Fowler, Open Admissions: The Promise
and the Lie of.OpenAccess to American Higher. Education, (Study Commission on
Undergraduate. Education andthe Education,of Teachers,. Lincoln; University of.
Nebraska, 1973).

5. For hroad reviews of the arc/pout phenomenon, see Frank.Newsuin, et. al.;
gher Education (Washington, D.C.: Department of Health, Education

and. ale: Office of Education, 19711; Robert G. Copeand,William Hannah,
Revolving College Doors: The Causes and Consequences of copping Out,.
Stopping Out -and Transferring (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1975); eti.em G.
Spady, "Dropouts from Higher Educations, An Interdisciptinkry Review and-tyntheSis,'"
Interchailge, 1970, 1, pp. 64-85tVinommt,Plato, "DrOpout from Higher Educd4on.:'A
Theoretical Synthesis of Recent. Researceview of Educational Research; 1975,

144 89-125.

6. In embarking.on an oien.admissions policy,. the CONY Board stipulated that everiy

college in the systar should develop these,supportivsleervices,:put theparlacu--
-lar-style of their implementation was left to the discretion of-the indiAdual-
colleges. There was considerable diversity in program development, esiecially _

in the criteria. for placing students in compensatory courses and. the extent to
which credit was carried -by, these courses. There was also variation in'the." .d-

cOunse.ling services. Initially, some colleges aeveioped an-"outreach" approach,
while others adhered to the traditional "psychiatrielmodel. Detailed descrip-.

tion of the CUNY support services may k)found Da414 E. Lavin, From,Selective.
To Free'AOcess Higher Education: Institutional Responses. to Open AamissionslAt
The'City.university'of New-York (New York: City University of Newark
Seppember, 1976, Eric. Document number: ED 129158).
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4

.

Cieconclnainagv-a6ut thelmwdbledkof nationality diaereses; within relifiou*
grf:Sir are daawartiom analyses involving data about Languages spoken at hoes dr

( the 1970. cohort). Surprisingiyf over a quarter of the Jewish students
reported Yiddish was spoken at home, and over a fiftg' of the non-Mispanic
-Catholics claimed Italiart...,Clearly, these language data do, net ideality all.
Jewel of saitero European or:Itims and all Catholics of Italian backgroun4. , nut. '
since they,do identify students from families whore ethnic subcultures Are
strong, it is reasonable to expect these students to be different from others in
families where only English is spoken at home, if nationality differences are.
important. But our analyses of a wide veriely of measures show students from .,

Xiddish- or Italian-speaking families to be 'little different from their coreligio6.
ists,"suggesting that nationality differences are weak.

10. The Bispanic category appears to be composed large* of individuals of Puerto'
Rican origin or ancestry. In the 1971 cohort, fortammmile, where.data about
parents' ities are available, 85% of those in the.Blispanic category indi-
cated'fa rn in Puerto Rico. Since some of the 7% with mainland-born
fathers of Puerto Rican ancestry, It would seep that Puerto Ricans
composed about '9ö% of the lliapanic category in 1971.

11. After the 1971 questionnaire was administered, controversy developed regarding
the usi of the data on religion and national origi1. The result was the de:Nation
from the 1972.que tionneire of the relevant e itmalp

. .

12. We have kborrowed t three-tier-view of CUNY from Ellen Xay Tximberger, "Open
Admissions: A New Po of Tracking?" However, 'vs do not-fully agree with her
assignment of colleges. we have defined ookIyn,, City College, Hunter and
Queens as the elite colleges and Baruch,,. 3n Lehman, Hedger Evers, and ,

York as non-elite. It should be eephasi that, aithough there may beim* a
distinction between elite and nOn-eliti colleges in the public perception, ,

.the:distinction had no administrative legitimacy within CUNT dur the period'
-- covered by this reseaVtN.

13. Alobert Birnbaum And J..Goldnm4 The Graduates: A Follow-Up Stnd9 of New York City
High School Graduates.of.1970 (New York: Center for Social Rasearch-S Office for
Research.in'Eligher Education, City .University of Nowyor*, 1971), Pp. 67-69.

. -
.

14. Abraham Jaffe and Walter Adana "Two Models of Openiknrollent," p. 152. .

15. :-The definition "beneficiaries" of open admissions is straightforward.' an
senior college_ _ei_consimt. of all students who enrolled with, high school-%

ages of less than 80. In community colleges they, .caiiit.76f those with
ages of less than 75. 'In the: ensuing discussion and tables, all others

are designated. as "regular" students, i.e., those who would have qualified
for =NY without open admissions..

.
h 1.

, - ,

For these analyses, we use the samples of the first-three-entering.co§ortW,-.
since the ethnic census does not record lhe students! high schoo:Leirlmeges.

26. It should be ,noted, however, that the ferences between whites-and non-whites
may be exaggerated in the samples,. since these Lack special program .students, who

were more senior than communitv%college oilented. tWe have made -an attempt to
&Oast the samPleS for the omission of special program students, using the known

4-- distribOtionof.:the latte37401.9essmning that they are placed at the level they ,

prefer. Although'ihe adjusted.di,ffez4Bcein,preferencebitween mdmority.and
.white. students are somewhat smaller than the iaw differences' in ihe samples,-

,-



... .

_ ._.
. .

Of the admisaions,peocess is based Imp a
J. Joseph Mang. b

,

. , .*

. Sro:eLAtimmoraica.which raviews-auch of tbe..literature, primarily at lhor elasmattrmir

and searradary levels. see Caroline Maces Persell, Education and inevality. Grirs

i-

lftekilblemrriA prom, 1977), especially pp. 65-89. See also Jabs L. aosenbaus,
eXikingiinecualitys'The Ridden Cairiculun of Sigh School TrisdkiA2,(New York:

- iohn ley and Sons, 1976) : 0 , 1._

or _

' .

1", lb Abraham Jaffe and Walter W. Adams, Academic. and Socio-econc:ic IrectOrs'Ealieted to
9r..,' '

of Applied Social Resterch, Columbia University. 1970).
and Estolition at Tea -and .rour-Tsar Colleges irwthe Late 1960-'s ONsw TOrke.

.

. , .

20. We 'haverased the 1970 sample.for this analysis beciaii itis the oily. bas with
explicit information about the student's higksChool:progr.ess. The dependent

.?.variable, college preference, was dichotomited, With categoziestrVeummrd.
emmilOr Iscored,as 1),,preferred ccymunity labored as 0).

,

_
Twenty-sevin percent of

,

the individual variation in college preference is
plained by the variables other than ethnicity. By far their:1st isportant
dictors of college preference are the measures of high school background,

decollege admissions average and high schooloprogram, With standardised regressiods

"Ircoeifficimits of .37 and .26, rvoWti44127- BY cloptraet.-theegmlfromil,Imfg*
cients for familivasiables ares father's .edOcationA .001.motherls oduditico4:

-.041 family income. .00. Adding ethnicity. (=Pranged as a.. set
this,egu4tiOn contributes less than m It to the, varia . \nata

'ethnicity.implains 64 of the variance when no variables areLin the equa -

it.:ssems cloarAhat most of the ethnic in college

at loast'in terms cCtphe chciOs bit:wean a senior, and a community call -- is

explained or mediated by college admisiions avirage and high school ',raglan.

21. This is imported in David J. Armor, The Amirican.Bchool Cbunielor (tbelrftkJ,

RussellqSage Foundation, 1969).
. .

22. However, it must ba""acknowledgird that the behavior of counselors part
affected by'inforiatiOn CUNT provides regardimetthe relative difficulty,ofgain-
ing adMission to various campuses. Thus, a student indicatingerince.for

.
a particular college' may be discouraged by his or her counselor if the counselor

Atfeals-,that the student's chances of admission are low.

23.. Jerome Earabel, "Cotyr `-aZi-"-Stieta"'fi-ciaCa%"":"--M''"""

24. The process is described in the wel110own article by Surton'Clark, "The Cooling
'Oct Function in Higher 3UhIcatiow,' American Jciirnal of 'Sociology, 1960, 65, =

pP 59-576-
. 1!

for.exasOle, Bowles andGintis,lchoOlingla Capitalist America, p. 230.

.

Because tt is clearly aimed, a four year program, pre-enginsering has been in-

_

cluded *et liberal arts 'curricula in Table 5.

27. We speOulate.tha within neo high Schools; la positive; value is

to the career-oriented currEada. The better stlidattrAvirwthus more .likely

bii'directed;bmati'lmmArprogrmordintheCommunity-coIlegee.



Senn resser; 'Marry Madan and Lawrence Po s11, Distribution of Greases 1972,
Office carAfticii and Pdlicy Research, City University of Saw York, 1974.

The degree of grade inflation has-been documented national scene by.4*:
4164Fir. Mast Loaning,Arvo. JO° la, Grade 7.pflations (19604974 s' A

NiChigans Nichigan'State'University, OfficeHof &valuation Sordoni, 1974) i
further ditacuslion is found in Malcolm 6.444ly, "Crackdown an 'Made
The Chronicle of Bieber Edudition, Deceiber 22, 1075, pp. lop. '

.

a
32. Since the sample data somewhat overestimate the grade poillit ;average of regular

'dropouts, 'the frequency of .transferring Wile probably. not as 'great as -Table 8 -
implies.

i!tt
33. Graduation in this 'Table means the achievement of any CONY degree, ise) matter.

which college.-wes entered, and no matter 'where the wee 'obtained.
Virtually all students, who entered 'a senior. :college baccalaureate,'

-AO they obtained a degree at all, but some who, enterer Colleges
obtained a -B.A. without t.himtair %earned., an

Also, fothenior- college 'students, graduation rates are amaningful only for the
1970:and' .'71 cohorts.. The 1972 cohort bad not Bien in college long enough to
aoCumulate substantial numbers of graduates.-:

.

34. A full repoii.:of the national findings is Rresirted in Alexander W. Astisi, College,
Dropouts: A National. Profile, Office of Dassarch, American Council On Education'
_Washington, D.C.: 1972). At our request, Astin recosputed his national-data for
the .subset of public colleges and, universities, SO as ta acTaieve greater con-
Iparability with the COM .data. In the 'national data we have considered stn -
dentswith high school .averages of less than D- as comparable to senior .00llege
open admissions students, and those with. -averages of less than C+ as comparable
to community college open admissions students:

'

data attend oiily through the spring 0,1473,.theleneralky iewsr.iitee
4kari19.1072 admit reflect the recincy,of graduation for may of its lembere
.whobid.*eoavedthe,Aseociatii demos. ..:,

1

aobeet x. Shuisex and ItOmmerDaymont, "Schooling, Ability and *ranges CrosU:;.;

Sectional Findings S to 14Yeers Aster sigh school waduation,NSactoloup
Of ldyottl.Oe1 19771 50, PP. 1,826.9205.

r.

354.-71012r-CCeragraitni-
the overall. graduation rates:'of regular and open atallitlidOZIS Mid= coll...
students in the .1970. sample are .4 percentage points higher than comparable'
graduntion rates the ;population. s1 :r conOlgthinn for klogular-asS
opeh edid.eldone. ccessardty college stadents in the. 1970 and 1.972: cohorts `shows
that graduation rates ia. the sample are.fron-2' percentage points higher
than ccaparable rates in the populations. .1, .

In all these cases, the magnitudes of sample - population aifferences in gradmM-
. tiqn rates are mirrored, in equivalent sample population Jiff

rates. in the case-of dropout, of -course, sample. rates . ere'

tion omen, Since sample-population differences in'graduation and
offal :iamb other, there is little difference between sample and-
'of retention.



beirwohetestial.
gradnete is

Ognsing An ac
atien ewte was lees
earl! libra:Want Oribdue

',CONY .'studest& take 14 thee:Abe inniosealr
....

,Sone7-years,:-.:
. .

plot a repent development. A study done in the 1910! $
lttsbng semple,-,fbund that'aftsr four yd's. Obe grad-

50%. **waver, over* 70% graduated- after eeven..yeare._, .,.*
ted'' Mew: VOrk: City university of New York., 1961).

lack S. R. Poesmen, Nolen S., Astin, Alexander W. Astin, and Elaine:N. XI-Xhawas..:
pen Admissions at the City University of New Yorks An Analysis of the-Pirelklears
lIglewood Cliffs. Nets_Jerseys Prentice Ball, 1973), pp..124-127.
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lthmaglijuvibably.atypical, extreme responses have occurred. ,They.are illistrated
"

or two/ books. pwaseeting an epoCalyptit perception: .See4p.:4. Beller* Tbe Death of
be amaricenUniversitys With Special Referenbe to the,coLiapee of City C011eue
t NembYorik.(44rw Modhelle,'New York : Arlington Bousea'a73)1 Geoffrey beignere.:
he End of IdUbations The Experience of the City University at New York with '
pen Enrollment and the Threat to Higher Education in America Cranbury.

Barnes and Co., 1976).

pf course.-definitive research on the tional benefits.generatedby open
deissionsis most 4if4cult, since the tlal graduates of open admissions.-
erg faced with * codtractibg.job market. .

be conflict and processes.. which led-to 'tl:4 reirenehment.cannot.be.fully:
laborated here. A *summary and imialysis is pre rated in-Devidlt.;avin7:and
ichard A. Silberstein, *NOW York'City'CriiiO and the Pate of Open Admissions*,
aver presented to the meetings of Society for. the Study of SoOial Problime,
ism York, August, 1976. A. full. analysis will be presented in Dividi.E. Lavdin,.

Ichird.A. Silberstein, and-Richard D. Alba, Conflict and Opportunity:" An
nalysis of the OpenAdmiisions Experiment at the City University of New York,'
n preparation.

hen tuition was imposed at levels in force at the Stat,.13stiversity, the State
ultion assistance plan (TAP) also became'operative. Under TBP.,, low- income
e.g., almost ail minority students) would have gualifiedfor.full tuition
nitially the mechanics were' not well understood by students, and thigfprobabay-
ad the effect of reducing applications from minority lips negative.-
Ifeces of tuly.on were felt most stron0y4Draiddle te.and by-pert-
Ins itudenis. A large percentage of the latter Wars CONY.
xlea to providefor these part-timers by providing its 400 for tuition
ssistance- When efforts were mode (by City and State) to revoke this local
ssistance, the University responded by makingit easier to be classified as

An


